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THE SPORTIER
Fight Night
Saturday night hosted, among several others, two fights
that have already taken over the sports world. The first of
the two was the match between former NBA player Nate
Robinson and YouTuber Jake Paul. Robinson, the threetime Dunk Contest Winner coming in at 5’9” and 181
pounds, tweeted that he was “fighting for my brothers in
the NBA, athletes across the world, and most importantly
my children.” One of the notable NBA stars, among many
others, that was in Nate’s corner was former NBA MVP
Stephen Curry. Robinson, having no professional
experience in the ring up until Saturday night, called out
Paul after Paul had won his first professional match in
January against AnEsonGib, a fellow YouTuber. As for Paul,
the YouTuber who has also seen some success with music,
he began his overall boxing career in 2018, when he was
featured in the undercard for one of his brother’s matches.
Paul is 6’1” and weighs 189, giving him a size and reach
advantage over Robinson, though it was not his size that
determined this match. The inexperienced Robinson was
constantly seen aggressively attacking Paul in the first
round, while Paul sat back and landed a few heavier
punches. In Round 2, Paul knocked Robinson to the
canvas, but Robinson slowly got back up. Just after
recovering, Paul landed the final blow that sent Robinson
to the ground, with Robinson not even twitching a muscle,
face-down on the ground. Paul easily claimed the victory
against an opponent with poor technique. Both Robinson
and Paul were guaranteed a mere $600 for the fight, but
the money from Pay-Per-View sales and additional
endorsements will significantly boost those numbers.

The Robinson-Paul fight was the undercard for the
main event between Mike Tyson and Roy Jones Jr.
Mike Tyson is one of the greatest boxers of all time,
though at 54, he is 15 years removed from the sport.
Even though he is aging, Tyson was able to lose 100
pounds in order to prepare for the bout on Saturday,
weighing in at 220 pounds and standing at 5’10”.
Jones Jr. is also a boxing legend, but like Tyson, is
aging at 51 years old. Unlike Tyson, however, Jones
Jr. last fought in the ring just 2 years ago, which put
him in a more prepared situation in terms of ability.
Jones Jr. weighed in at 210 pounds and stands at
5’11”. The fight itself seemed in favor of Tyson every
step of the way, as he was the one landing punches
on Jones Jr. frequently, forcing his opponent to play
more defensively. While Jones Jr. was able to also
land punches on Tyson later in the match, it was
perceived as questionable how the match was scored
a draw after going the full 8 rounds. Either way, both
men were able to fight much longer than expected
and proved to still be in shape for the bout. Both
fighters made a guaranteed $1 million, with Tyson
being able to reach $10 million and Jones Jr. $3
million. Tyson has already said that his earnings from
the fight would be donated to charity.
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A Week in College
Football Review
College football also saw a busy and historic day on
Saturday. To start, Sarah Fuller, a 6’2” goalkeeper for
the women’s soccer team at Vanderbilt University,
became the first woman to play in a Power 5
conference football game. The Power 5 conferences
are the most prestigious universities in terms of
football legacy, as this group is comprised of the ACC,
Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12, and SEC conferences. Fuller
kicked a designed squib kick 30 yards to start the
second half with Vanderbilt down 21-0. She was
brought in to play because the team did not have
enough kickers on the roster due to COVID-19 related
issues.

Sarah Fuller making her historic kick

The biggest performance of the day, however, goes
to Buffalo running back Jaret Patterson. In his historic
performance, Patterson rushed for a ridiculous 409
yards and a record-tying 8 rushing touchdowns en
route to a 70-41 victory against Kent State. In addition
to making history with his over-the-top touchdown
count, his 409 rushing yards was the most since
Oklahoma running back Samaje Perine tallied 427 in
2014.
Lastly, Clemson quarterback and likely future number
one overall pick Trevor Lawrence announced that
Saturday’s game against Pitt would be his final home
game with Clemson. He threw for 403 yards with two
touchdowns, though the more important thing to note
might be the idea that Trevor Lawrence heading to
the New York Jets could be a very real possibility, one
that Jets fans would surely be ecstatic about.
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